! Participants perform as good as, or better than predicted from their visibility functions. ! They do not show a strong preference for either MAP or Entropy. ! There are individual differences in performance and strategy. ! Participants seem to satisfice (Simon, 1956) , not optimize performance. ! Targets are in low or high pixelated noise. ! Visibility depends on noise level, eccentricity, and viewing time.
Method: Two-location target detection.
Experiment with stark contrast between Entropy and MAP prediction.
Results: Performance depends on stimuli and strategy.
The most common strategy is to stay at center, followed by Entropy, then MAP.
Par$cipant* Average* 1" 2" 3" 4" 5"
Saccade" strategy" Center" 80*%* 53" 99" 100" 55" 93" MAP" 6*%* 14" 0" 0" 17" 0" Entropy" 12*%* 32" 1" 0" 23" 2" Other" 2*%* 1" 0" 0" 5" 5" Participants mostly looked at center in critical trials. For some participants (e.g., PP 2) this was a conscious strategy.
Saccades selected Entropy over MAP locations, but not consistently. 
